09.03.2022
Budapest, HUNGARY
Subject: Letter of Support
Dear President, Dear Board of Directors,
The International Teqball Federation (FITEQ) Executive Board is delighted to nominate
FITEQ Head of CSR and Diplomatic Relations Mr Gergely Murányi for a TAFISA Board
Member position.
Mr Murányi has been the driving force of FITEQ’s sport for all activities for the past five
years, leading successful programmes and campaigns in all five continents.
Mr Murányi’s impact on the collective effort of the global teqball family to contribute to a
better and brighter world is highly commendable. From the outset the teqball journey, the
FITEQ Executive looked to inspire hope through sport in disadvantaged communities, and
sought to instil an environmentally conscious culture in all of our day-to-day operations. The
leading role Mr Murányi has played in this regard will enable him to bring great value to the
TAFISA Board.
Mr Murányi has enabled FITEQ to develop strong and meaningful relationships with
established international agencies and organisations. These partnerships are key to our
development as a federation, with the experience and expertise of our partners helping guide
our own initiatives. Mr Murányi has been at the heart of our relationship with TAFISA, which
has had an immeasurable impact on our sport. The projects that he has led recently led to
FITEQ being recognised with TAFISA’s ISO of the Month award. Additionally, he has
developed strong relationships with the UNFCCC, of which FITEQ is a signatory, and led our
support for the Race to Zero campaign.
There are a number of international projects that Mr Murányi has created and implemented
with great success. Firstly he launched the Table of Peace programme in 2021, which sees
Teq tables donated and legacy programmes developed in UNHCR refugee camps. This
programme initiated in Djibouti and will be rolled out globally this year. Additionally, he has
been at the heart of our ambition to be an inclusive sport, particularly through our gender
equality targeted initiatives and the launch of para teqball.
Mr Murányi is a leader in the area of sport for all and his impact in the global teqball
community has and will continue to leave a long-term legacy. Mr Murányi has the full
endorsement of the FITEQ Executive Board and we firmly believe his experience and
expertise can help TAFISA members achieve their sport for all ambitions.
Yours sincerely,

Gabor Borsanyi
President
FITEQ

